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Our Featured Community Organisation

About 35 people gathered at Ralli Hall on the evening
of Tuesday 12 December to celebrate the 21st birthday
of the Hove Israeli Dance Group (HIDG). Attendees
included some who had been members of the HIDG
right at the beginning in its first and second years, as
well as more recent and current dancers.
The evening started with drinks
followed by the lighting of the
first Chanukah candle by Nicola
Hyman, the longest serving
current member of the group.
Guests gathered round to sing
Maoz Tsur, with transliterations
provided for those who didn’t
know the words. After that most
people joined in with a special
Chanukah dance – Sevivon Sof Sof Sof.

Ella Grey, who has been leader of the group for 20 out
of its 21 years, was presented with a bouquet of flowers
as a thank you for her dedicated service over such a
long period. She had compiled a playlist for the evening
of some of the ‘golden oldies’ that former dancers were
likely to remember and everyone was invited to join in
while it was played. Many did but
also enjoyed sitting out and watching,
listening to the music, and chatting to
old friends as well as meeting some
people for the first time. Everyone
said they had enjoyed the evening.

Ralli Hall has nurtured
and supported the group
throughout its 21 years.
How lucky we are to have
such a home.

A delicious buffet of finger food, both savoury and
sweet, had been organised by a few of the current
dancers. It was plentiful and ensured that no-one went
hungry during the evening.

Front cover: Inside the First Station, Jerusalem by
Brian Megitt.

The HIDG was very pleased that the
Chairman, Manager and Assistant
Manager of Ralli Hall were able to
be present at the party to share in
the celebration. Ralli Hall has nurtured and supported
the group throughout its 21 years and is just the kind
of activity that could not have survived without having
a home at Ralli Hall. How lucky we are to have such a
home.
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Your News

Diamond Couple

Special Birthdays
Mazel tov to Susan Conway, Yossi Sasson, David Schaverien
and Dennis Schulster and all who have special birthdays this
month.

Bar Mitzvah
Mazel tov to Ron and Sarah Amram on the bar mitzvah of
their son Ittai.

Weddings
Mazel tov to Rabbi Hershel and Perla Rader on the marriage
of their daughter Tzipporah to Yosef Aron.

Mazel tov to Linda and Ronnie Taylor, on the celebration of
their 60th Wedding Anniversary on 23rd February.

Achievements
Mazel tov to Jake Myers on being voted Student of the Year
at Collyer’s College, Horsham and to the Myers, Sharpe and
Cobbs families.

Get Well
We wish a refuah sheleimah to all who are unwell or in
hospital at the present time.

Deaths
We wish Long Life to the families of Millie Gordon z’l and Eric
Moonman z’l.

Daniel Sacks Memorial Award
Two brothers (from Hove) are among the 2017 winners of
the Daniel Sacks Awards for Outstanding Young Athletic
achievement.
Joshua and Adam Firsht join Emma Taylor and Idan GanShohet as recipients of the prestigious award, now in its
eighth year. Its purpose is to encourage wider participation in
athletics and to keep alive the memory of Daniel Sacks, who
loved the sport.
A 400m specialist, Joshua Firsht,
now aged 17, struck gold at the
Independent Schools Association
national championships. But his
most pleasing performance was
when he came second in the
Sussex Schools championships.
He explained, “My GCSEs were
about to start and I was in two
minds about whether or not to
race. But I came close to winning
and set a new PB (personal best)
of 51.91”.

Brother Adam, 14, an 800m runner
was second in the Sussex Schools
championships, then one week
later he achieved his season’s
ambition as he recorded an
England Schools qualification time
of 2:04.92 at the South Eastern
Schools championships. “That
performance was my proudest
achievement. At the start of the season I did not think it was
possible,” said Adam.
His second fastest run came in hot and humid conditions
at the England Schools championships themselves. “It was
amazing to compete in front of a big crowd in one of the
largest schools competitions in the world,” he said.
The above is an extract from an article by Brian Sacks that
appeared in the Jewish Chronicle and is reprinted with
permission.

Jewish Family Life and Customs: A Practical Guide
by Eleanor Platt QC

The launch of the booklet Jewish Family Life and Customs: A
Practical Guide took place at the Supreme Court on Tuesday
28th November. An article was published in the Jewish
Chronicle.
The people are from left to right:
Marie van der Zyl, solicitor and Vice President of the Board
who gave the vote of thanks
Then me, Eleanor Platt QC, who introduced Baroness Hale,
first woman member of the Supreme Court and first woman
President of the Court. (There is now a second woman
member, Dame Jill Black).
On the right is Barrister Jonathan Arkush, President of the
Board who thanked everyone for coming and introduced me!
The Booklet is available on the Board of Deputies’ website as
a free download from the resources section.
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Your Views
From Barbara Gordon
Godfrey R Gould’s excellent article Deeper and Deeper
regarding the London Underground brought back memories
to me.
From 1949 I travelled from my home in Edgware on the train
to my school near Golders Green and I well recall the ‘dotted
lines’ from Edgware to Mill Hill East and also North to Bushey
and Watford. Sadly, these extensions were never finished,
resulting in that inhabitants of Bushey, in particular, had to
use the 142 bus in order to get to Stanmore - the nearest
station.
If you look very carefully at the roundabout joining Spur Road,
Edgware, with the A41 you can still see remains of the brick
embankments built after the war.
From Simon Hatchwell
It is my opinion that Sermons in Shul are an opportunity given
to the Rabbis to teach something to their congregants and to
leave them with challenges to think about. There is so much
material available these days that only the lazy Rabbis or
those who should not be, do not produce good sermons.
In the many years I have been in this town I have had various
experiences on the subject.

I remember telling one Rabbi that his sermons were not
interesting. He textually answered me, “I give them what
they deserve”. He obviously did not think much of his
congregation. And that begs the question: should a Rabbi
have to lower the intellectual level of his sermons or should
he aim higher? It is a problem I had when I was The Hebrew
Master at Whittingeham College. My answer was not to lower
standards.
My other quite recent sad experience was listening to a
Rabbi who had not prepared his sermon, who stood there as
if waiting for inspiration to come (Meen Hashamayim) from
Heaven. It did not come while I was there. I could have slept
between two words of his.
Another one, totally ignoring the contents of the week’s
Sedra, used to talk about subjects one could more easily
have read about in the Hello magazine.
Rabbis I think, must respect their congregations. After all,
we Jews are rather an intelligent race. We do not want to be
served banalities. Rabbis must prepare their sermons well,
just as teachers, lecturers have to prepare their lessons. The
chapters of the Torah, read every week, offer an immense
reservoir of ideas to explore.

Something I didn’t know
by Doris Levinson
I have recently been suffering from a persistent cough which
is alleviated by hot lemon and honey drinks – better than any
medication! However, when looking at the label on the honey
jar, I noticed that honey should not be given to children under
the age of 12 months.

Infant botulism is very rare, but to
avoid any problems it is best to
sweeten stewed fruits or cereals
with mashed banana, breast or
formula milk.

It may be that this is well-known, but I was quite ignorant
of the fact that there is a small risk that honey may contain
spores of Clostridium botulinum bacterium which could
cause infant botulism. A baby’s intestines have not developed
well enough until after the age of 12 months and are mature
enough so that the bacteria can’t grow.

Dear readers, I want to assure you
that you don’t have to start knitting
for me - my babies have got babies
of their own! I just thought that it
would be interesting to point this
out to the younger generation in your families.

Eastbourne Hebrew Congregation - Chanukah Barbecue
by Gillian Rich

On Sunday 17 December, the Liebenberg Family hosted
another of their fabulous indoor barbecues for the Eastbourne
Hebrew Congregation.
Their warm welcome was made even warmer by the lighting
of candles on numerous Chanukiot. This was followed
by a hearty rendition of Maoz Tzur with Lazar Liebenberg
accompanying.
The food was delicious and the company of fellow
congregants a pleasure as always.
If you would like more information about the Eastbourne
Hebrew Congregation, including times of services, please
contact the Secretary, Mrs. Linda Taylor (01323 484135).
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Ralli Hall Lunch and Social Club
by Jacquie Tichauer

I am happy to say the Chanukah party was a great success
and we had over 120 people enjoying salt beef and latkes as
well as great entertainment. We were delighted to welcome
Rabbi Samuel de Beck Spitzer who entertained us with a
couple of popular songs. Thank you, Rabbi. Some of the cast
of the Top Hat production delighted us with songs from their
recent very successful show and a big thank you to everyone.
It was a great way to end 2017.
On a Tuesday morning, we have Tai Chi exercises with
Adele or, if you prefer, you can join Rabbi Efune for a topical
discussion. On a Thursday morning, we also have Yoga
exercises with Anandi or you can join the people who do the
crossword, which is very enjoyable.
In the afternoons from 2.00 pm we have Bridge, Kalooki or
Rummikub and on a Tuesday afternoon we also have an
entertainer. Our Rummikub group is becoming very popular
and we are always looking for more people to join us.
If you have no transport and would like to join, we can
arrange transport with its helpful driver who would be happy
to collect you and bring you safely home again. That way you
could join us for friendship and a lovely three-course lunch.

Ralli Hall

by Roger Abrahams

Unfortunately I was unable to attend the Sussex Jewish
Representative Council AGM last month, but I believe it went
well. The Board of B&HJCF are always pleased to welcome
SJRC to Ralli Hall which, like B&HJCF, is fully representative
of all aspects of the local Jewish Community – long may it
continue.
I did attend Rabbi Efune’s Annual Shabbat Chanukah Dinner,
which was a traditional and fun evening, and thoroughly
enjoyed by all. By my count, there were nearly one hundred
guests of all ages, which comfortably filled the Great Hall. I
would like to add my compliments to the chef, as the meal
was both tasty and ample, as befits such an event. Long may
this, and other such events, also continue.
Another Chanukah event that I would like to mention was
the very successful Lunch put on by the Ralli Hall Lunch and
Social Club. This is an annual event, which seems to get
better each year, and this year the entertainment included the
very talented, classically-trained, rabbi from Holland Road
Shul, Rabbi Samuel de Beck Spitzer, plus a potted version
of the The Great Movie Ride performed by some of the cast
from our Community Theatrical Group, Top Hat Productions.
I am very pleasantly surprised at the amount of maintenance
that Jon, our new caretaker, has so far been able to fit in
around his normal daily duties, and he seems to be a whiz
with a paintbrush. Just have a look at the Magrill Lounge,
which is now really fresh and bright.

JACs joins us on the first Thursday of every month and they
always have an interesting speaker.
Tickets will soon be on sale soon for our Card Afternoon on
the 15 April 2018.
maintenance. Apart from our most useful, financially longterm room lets, our shorter term and one-off room lets have
changed quite considerably in the last two or three years.,
We no longer have any English language summer students
and very few clubs. However, we now have a preponderance
of business meetings, mainly for staff training and the like.
This is as a result of large and small, private and public
authority companies, which have cut their accommodation
to the quick, and many no longer have such accommodation
available in-house, which is much to our advantage. It
would seem that our available bright and airy room-let
accommodation at Ralli Hall is well-liked and, with the help
of our most obliging staff, our clients keep coming back for
more - well done one and all!
Let us hope that 2018 turns out to be a good, and prosperous
year so that Ralli Hall stays in business and available
to provide such excellent accommodation for our own
Community. However, we can still do with many more of you
becoming, or remaining, members of B&HJCF whether or not
you personally use the facilities. For just £27.00 per individual
adult, or £50.00 per couple (hopefully not enough to break
the bank), you can show your commitment to our magnificent
Community Centre, and have a meaningful input at our
Annual General Meetings. Membership renewal forms were
sent out last month, but if you require a membership form,
please contact the office on 01273 202254.
I look forward to seeing you at Ralli Hall.

I have had the first of my weekly meetings of 2018 with
Maxine, our Centre Manager who was excited to advise
me that after two years when our annual balance (as at the
31st December) ended up in the red, this year’s balance
has ended up quite substantially in the black, despite our
having carried out a good deal of essential and cosmetic
issue 282 | february 2018
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Hyman Fine House
by Natasha Carson

Firstly, a very big thank you to everyone who has helped us
to celebrate Chanukah. Rabbi Sarah, Rabbi de Beck Spitzer,
Rabbi Efune, Rabbi Wallach, Rabbi Zanardo, Rabbi Lewis and
Martin Gross, thank you for your help with candle lighting and
Ralli Hall Luncheon Club and Helping Hands for inviting us to
your parties. It’s been a busy but most enjoyable time.
Recent highlights in the home have included shadow
puppetry and flamenco dancing as well as our continued
participatory music sessions. We also enjoyed Peter Pan’s
visit!
We’ve also wrapped up and ventured out a few times,
including a trip to a tea party organised by the pupils at

Roedean. The other picture is our achievers at the recent
Jewish Care staff awards ceremony in London.
Our refurbishment works in the main lounge and our en-suite
shower rooms are under way. We are looking forward to the
finished results in time for the spring.
If you would like to learn more about volunteering in the
home, please contact Natasha or Mark on 01273 688226.
Did you know - volunteering doesn’t have to be every week?
We have some lovely volunteers who come only on high holy
days and others just in the school holidays. Volunteering
can be as long term or as short term as suits you. We are
particularly looking for volunteers to be friend residents, help
in the dining room and to polish the candlesticks, there’s a
role for everyone!

Important message

HOSPITAL CHAPLAINCY VISITS

Sussex Jewish Outreach Group
(Incorporating Worthing & District Jewish Community)

If you are in hospital or know anyone being admitted
into hospital, please get in touch with info@
sussexjewishrepresentativecouncil.org or telephone 07789
491279 so that a Jewish chaplain can be contacted to visit.

by Barbara Gordon

Chanukah is long forgotten and we are looking forward to
lighter evenings and Pesach. But it is important, because our
Chanukah Party, on Saturday 16 December at the Quakers
in Worthing, was the first (hopefully of many) functions
organized by the newly incorporated Sussex Jewish Outreach
Group.
We had an attendance of over 45 people and it was so good
to meet many of our ‘old’ members and to greet new ones.
We were joined by Rev. Malcolm Weisman and his wife
Rosa, who had driven from London after Shabbat to join us.
The food was masterminded by Neil and, of course, was
excellent and plentiful - after all this was a Jewish function!
Entertainment was provided by Polina & Merlin Shepherd with
their unique brand of Yiddish and Eastern European songs.
Rev. Weisman and Rosa stayed the night in our home and we
were up talking until 1.30 in the morning. The following day
we had our usual delivery from La Boucherie which included a
fresh chola for lunch - what perfect timing! Malcolm was due
to visit the community in Bognor on Sunday afternoon but due to his car malfunctioning - they eventually left us at 8.30
pm on an AA breakdown truck - arriving home at 11.30 pm.
Poor Malcolm and Rosa had to put up with Ian and myself

all day and we hope that experience does not put him off
coming back to West Sussex to see us again very soon.
Nick Beck is hoping to have a Purim Party, but we will
definitely be holding our usual 2nd night Seder in Worthing.
For details please contact nick@sussexjewishoutreach.com.

MARTIN GROSS
Funeral Director and
Funeral Consultant
to Jewish communities

01273 439792
07801 599771
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Professor Eric Moonman z’l
April 29, 1929 to December 22, 2017
by Ray Bloom

Eric Moonman, the former Labour and SDP politician,
academic and Israel activist has died aged 88. Born in
Liverpool, he represented Billericay and Basildon in the
House of Commons and had the distinction of being both
an MP and a member of the Board of Deputies, twice as
senior Vice President.
In 1975 Eric became Chairman of the Zionist Federation
of Great Britain and later became its President. “Eric
was a longstanding Deputy who served the Board with
distinction. He was one of a select group of Deputies
who were Members of Parliament. He was absolutely
dedicated to our community and Israel, as well as to his
parliamentary life, and was a hardworking public servant”,
said Jonathan Arkush, current President of the Board of
Deputies of British Jews.
Eric became a leading authority as a terrorism expert
and appeared on television many times. In 1998 he was
appointed as a member of the advisory board of the
Centre for Counter Terrorism Studies at the Potomac
Institute for Policy Studies.
After his parliamentary career ended, Eric became
involved in health policy and was chairman of Islington
Health Authority from 1980-1990.
My dear friend, Eric Moonman, was one of the great
inspiring leaders in British Jewry for more than 50 years.
I first met Eric in 1978 when he was the guest speaker
at a local fundraiser. I was a member of the organising
committee and was assigned to meet him at Brighton
station. Between the short journey from the station to the
Hove Town Hall we became lifelong friends.
A few days later I received a call from the Zionist
Federation of which Eric was Chairman, informing me that
Eric wanted to create a Zionist Central Council (ZCC) in
Brighton and Hove and asked me to become its Chairman.
After demonstrating my shock at being asked, I accepted

the position.
Eric supported
and mentored
me during this
period and he
also became
a good friend
of our local
community. With
Eric’s support
many initiatives
were created, including the Heritage Course which was
a series of 10 seminars held at Ralli Hall. The speakers
at these seminars were some of the leading authorities in
the country on the history of Jewry in Europe over the last
two centuries. On another occasion, he arranged for Abba
Eban, one of Israel’s founding fathers, to give a talk at the
Reform Synagogue in Hove, attended by over 700 people.
Eric was also a great support to my brother Ronnie during
his long chairmanship of the JIA in Brighton and Hove.
Eric’s support also extended to the local Jewish school,
Carmel House, of which I was chairman for a period of
time. The school became part of the Zionist Federation
Educational Trust.
What would not be so well known locally, is that Eric was
a passionate supporter of Everton Football Club, making
the 200 mile journey up the motorway from London to
watch Everton home games. He was even chairman of the
Everton Supporters Club in London and also led a group
which supported former players who had fallen on hard
times. This was typical of Eric, a person who made himself
available to help other people wherever it was needed and
taking a great deal of time in doing so. When the Albion
were promoted in May 2017 it was greeted with much joy
by Eric and his family. He was a man of great wisdom and
calm, and there will be many people reading this whom he
would have helped at some stage.
So I mourn the passing of Eric
Moonman, politician, great Zionist,
leader of the British Jewish community,
security expert, Health Authority
Chairman, author and Everton
supporter. The last time I spoke to him
was less than a month ago when he
called to invite me to the launch of his
autobiography Berdichev to Basildon.
Sadly, the launch was cancelled but
the book has been published.
A lovely man, he will be sadly missed.
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The Historic Jews of Speyer
by Stanley Gelbier

Although really a land hotel person I
recently travelled on a fascinating cruise
down the Rhine, from Basel to Cologne.
From time to time, passengers left the
boat for an organised tour or to go it
alone. One such stop was at Speyer
in the Rhineland-Palatinate. Founded
by the Romans, it is one of Germany’s
oldest cities. Dominated by the
Cathedral, beneath the high altar lie the
tombs of eight Holy Roman emperors
and German kings.
But it was for the Jewish interest
that Marilyn and I walked the 800
metres from the boat to the town, with
its Judenhof (Jews’ courtyard and
Museum). From 1084 Jews – many,
merchants and bankers from Italy
and France - were invited by Bishop
Rüdiger Huzmann to settle near the
Cathedral; at a hill and valley outside
the city proper, protected by a wall.
He granted them special privileges
on annual payment of 3½ pounds of
Speyer money to the cloisters: they
could trade goods in the harbour and
exchange gold and silver; they received
a burial-ground from the estates of the
Church; the Chief Rabbi had absolute
jurisdiction in all cases arising among
them; they could hire Christian servants
and nurses; and could sell to Christians
any unused meat. The Emperor also
provided some privileges.
The Judenhof was the focus of the
settlement with synagogues for men
and women and a mikvah. Members of
the community were active in longdistance trading and banking and
maintained far-reaching economic
and cultural connections to Jewish
settlements in southern Europe and
across the Islamic countries of the
Mediterranean to the Near East and Far
East. Because of their cosmopolitan
attitudes, their knowledge of foreign
publications and languages and
their religious adherence, the Jewish
community constituted an economic
and intellectual elite.
The Jewish communities of Speyer,
Mainz and Worms formed an
association under the name of
“SchUM”, after the first Hebrew letters
of those cities. They are regarded as
the source of Ashkenazi culture. Jews
throughout Germany regarded this
association as the authority in matters
of law and religion. From the 11th to
12th centuries, scholars came from far

and wide
to study
with its wise
men. It is
believed
to be the
origin of
the name
Shapiro;
ShPIRA
being the
Hebrew
name for
the Jewish
community.
Jews were
welcomed
for many years. However, as pestilence
spread through Europe in 1349 Jews
everywhere were held responsible,
pursued, and their homes and religious
sites set on fire: the Speyer community
mostly disappeared. By 1500, after
exclusion from certain professions and
residential restrictions, none remained.
In the 19th century there were a few
Jews but antisemitism again caused
many to migrate. By 1939 only 77 Jews
still lived in Speyer: most fell victim to
the Holocaust.

recovered about fifty gravestones dated
from 1112 to 1443, some exhibited in
the Museum. Amazing that so much
survived the Nazi era. We didn’t visit
the new Jewish cemetery, dedicated in
1888. Some stones bear Hebrew and
German words, others only German, a
handful a Star of David. The last people
buried there are Mathilde Moritz who
committed suicide in 1937 and Johanna
Simon who was buried in July 1943.
Within three months the deportations
began to Gurs in southern France; many
then on to Auschwitz.

Amazingly, the authorities have
preserved the synagogue remains and
mikvah (the oldest in Central Europe).
The former, dedicated in 1104, was
constructed as a Romanesque hall
measuring about 34 feet by 57 feet. It
was built by masons who constructed
the Cathedral, incorporating many of
the latter’s features. It was destroyed
by arson in 1195, rebuilt and extended.
Only the east wall of the shul, ladies’
prayer hall and mikvah remain.
The synagogue ruin is the oldest
still-standing Jewish place of worship
from the Middle Ages in Europe. The
mikvah (for ritual immersion) was first
mentioned in 1126 and has remained
almost completely unaltered through
the centuries. Ten metres below ground
level it is one of the oldest of its kind
to be maintained and is therefore of
special culture-historical meaning. It still
collects ground and rain water. From the
16th century the mikvah was used for
municipal storage so it was preserved in
full. Entry is via steep steps.
In 1084 the Bishop gave the Jews a
burial ground. But after 1500 it was
broken up and the stones used for
building projects. The authorities have
All photos courtesy of Melanie Seligman
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Jews off the Beaten Track
by Gillian Rich
It is true, Jews seem to be everywhere.
Over many years Michael and I have
travelled extensively in the USA. Most of
the time, our road trips kept away from
the major highways and main cities. We
liked wandering off the beaten track but,
to our amazement, Jewish connections
kept cropping up.
We found the recent tragic events in
Houston, last year, very poignant. It
brought back memories of a wonderful
Texan road trip we did over the
Millennium, bringing in the new century
on Galveston Island. We used Houston
as a gateway into Texas, so spent some
days there at the beginning and end
of the trip. We felt at home when we
spotted this sign!

there. Michael Seeligson, another Dutch
Jew, was Alderman, then Mayor. The
first Jewish cemetery in Galveston was
consecrated in 1852.
In 1866, post Civil War, the local
newspaper wondered why there was
no suitable hall for ‘the Israelites …
to exercise the rites of their religion’.
Two years later a building fund for
Congregation B’nai Israel was started.
It is the oldest Reform congregation in
Texas. By 1888 it was seeking its fourth
Rabbi. The man they chose was Henry
Cohen, London born of Polish parents.
He came to Texas after three years in
Cape Town as an interpreter and then
acted as reader, mohel and shochet for
Kingston Synagogue, Jamaica. His next
post in 1885 was Rabbi to Congregation
Beth Israel in Woodville, Mississippi.

What we didn’t realise, when we
booked our holiday, was the impact
Jews had had on the Lone Star State. I
have tried to give a flavour of the Jewish
input to the Eastern part of Texas.
Jews have been present in this area
since the time of the Conquistadors,
in the 16th century, when Jews were
brought to ‘New Spain’ as record
keepers. As they were more literate than
the average Spaniard, they were useful
as administrators. More information
on Jews and Texas can be found
through the Texas Jewish Historical
Society, founded in 1980 by Rabbi
Jimmy Kessler. He is Rabbi Emeritus of
Congregation B’nai Israel in Galveston
and a native Texan.
While we were on Galveston Island,
we found many references to Jews as
far back as 1817, when a buccaneer
of Jewish ancestry, Jean Lafitte, set up
his base camp there. In 1838 Joseph
Osterman, a Dutch Jew, built a house

In 1888, he moved to Galveston, the
South’s second largest city after New
Orleans, and had one thousand Jews
resident there. Galveston Island is 30
miles long and acts as a barrier for
the mainland. The area suffers from
hurricanes, as was witnessed last
year. One hundred years before our
visit, on Saturday 8 September 1900,
a tidal wave engulfed Galveston Island
killing 6500 inhabitants. All the clergy
combined to assist with the Relief
programme. Rabbi Cohen attended
sufferers of all faiths, but made sure he
had a shotgun with him, as there was
much looting and other crime in the
aftermath. Although all but five of the
twenty-eight churches were destroyed,
the synagogue survived.

One indication of Jewish settlement is
often a cemetery. This was the case
with a small town called Brenham,
which we happened on whilst driving
across Texas. Jews started arriving
here in the 1860s. The Simon family,
originally from Poland, were involved
with founding the B’nai Abraham
Synagogue, its cemetery and also The
Simon Theatre. Another family, the
Toubins, owned and operated stores
in nine towns in Texas. The community
has diminished somewhat now. There
are many Jewish names, but they have
intermarried with Lutherans.
Our next stop with a Jewish connection
was Austin. This is the capital city
of Texas and has a large university
campus. It has 15000 - 18000 Jews and
is one of the fastest growing Jewish
populations in
the USA. The
first Jewish
resident,
Phineas De
Cordova, came
to Galveston
from Jamaica
in 1848, joining
his half-brother,
Jacob, in a
land business.
They worked
to attract
European
immigrants
to Texas by
publishing the
Texas Herald
and Immigrant
Guide. Phineas
moved to
Austin in 1849 after Governor Peter
Bell invited him to work with the state
government to attract immigrants to
Texas.
In 1866, local Jews bought land for a
cemetery. In September 1876, Austin
Jews tried, after many attempts,
to establish a congregation. Their
effort was encouraged by the local
newspaper, which noted that several
other Texas cities had Jewish
congregations, and “we can see no
reason why Austin should not keep
company with them.” Thirty Jews then
established Beth Israel, Austin’s first
lasting Jewish congregation.
The first president and vice president,
respectively were the two most
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prominent Jews in town, Henry
Hirschfeld and Phineas De Cordova.
A Torah was lent to the congregation
by B. Melansky. They bought land for
a synagogue in 1877. Finally, in 1884,
Beth Israel dedicated its first synagogue
with the Hebrew Ladies Aid Society
buying an ark for the new building. The
community was basically Reform.

We always visit art galleries on our
travels and spotted this in the University
of Texas Institute of Texan Cultures. This
intrigued us, as the main thing we knew
about San Antonio was the Alamo.

Originally from Alsace, two brothers,
Mayer and Solomon Halff, moved to
San Antonio in 1865, opening a large
dry goods operation called M. Halff &
Bros. When some of their customers
offered to pay their bills in cattle, the
Halff brothers moved into ranching. At
one time, the Halff brothers owned over
a million acres of land. Their ranches
were the third largest producers of
cattle in the country and were
among the first ranchers to
bring Hereford cattle to Texas.
Although their cattle interests
were in West Texas, the
brothers lived in San Antonio.

Many businesses were set up in Austin,
including clothing, jewellery and dry
goods stores. By 1901, Orthodox
immigrants from Russia and Eastern
Europe started their own Orthodox
services. In 1924, a small house was
converted into a synagogue. The
children of the congregation went to
Cheder at Beth Israel. As today, it was
extremely unusual for Reform and
Orthodox congregations to combine
their Cheders. Although they were
forced to do so by the limited resources
of these congregations. there were also
friendly relations between them. A larger
synagogue, with mikvah, was built in
the 1930s.
It is not well known that Congressman
Lyndon Johnson, later President, helped
rescue 40 Jews from Europe in the late
1930s. Johnson got visas for them,
finding jobs with the National Youth
Administration in Texas. Many of them
settled in Austin. In December 1963,
a month after becoming President,
Lyndon Johnson dedicated a new
synagogue in Austin. This was the first
and only time a U.S. President has
dedicated a Jewish house of worship.
The university has been instrumental
in bringing more Jews to the area.
The most important of these arrived
as a freshman, from Houston, in
1983. Michael Dell had always been
interested in computers. He dropped
out of college in his freshman year to
devote himself full-time to his start-up
company, Dell Computer. As they say,
the rest is history. Another graduate is
‘Kinky’ Friedman, so called because of
his curly hair. A country rock musician,
by the early 1970s he had formed his
second band, ‘Kinky Friedman and The
Texas Jewboys’. His music was satirical
as well as political, with titles like ‘They
Ain’t Makin’ Jews Like Jesus Anymore’.
In the 1980s, he switched to writing
detective novels, making a successful
career. He has stood for many political
positions and is friendly with both Bill
Clinton and George W. Bush.
After Austin, we travelled to San
Antonio. A vibrant community numbers
over 11000 Jews.

depot for military outposts. All of this
helped build up the business interests
of the Jewish entrepreneurs. The Jewish
community of San Antonio grew quickly
after the war. In 1866, the Hebrew
Benevolent Society was reactivated and
renamed the Montefiore Benevolent
Society.

The first Jew
to settle in San
Antonio was
Louis Zork,
a Prussian
immigrant, who
was living in the
city with his wife
Adele by 1847.
Zork opened a
store by 1851, later adding a wholesale
operation. He served as a city alderman
from 1856 to 1857. He was one of
a handful of German Jews, living in
San Antonio in the 1850s. There were
about ten or 11 Jewish families living
in the city by the end of the decade. In
1855, San Antonio Jews bought land
for a cemetery, founding the Hebrew
Benevolent Society the following year. It
is thought that the first Jewish religious
services in San Antonio were held at the
home of Henry Mayer, another original
settler.
The Civil War was a turning point for
the San Antonio Jewish community.
Some families left San Antonio after
Confederate forces took charge of the
city and the Hebrew Benevolent Society
became inactive during the war. After
the South’s surrender, growing numbers
of Jews were drawn to San Antonio as
the economic gateway to Mexico. Trade
with Mexico was first conducted by
mule train but, after 1877, the railroad,
brought greater opportunity to the area.
San Antonio was also a major supply

Some other successful
Jews in the business life
of San Antonio were the
Oppenheimer brothers,
coming from Bavaria in the
1850s, and Julius Joske
came from Germany in
1867. As these German
Jews established their
businesses, organisations
were established for the
community. In 1870, the
Ladies Hebrew Benevolent
Society was founded, followed in
1874 by a B’nai B’rith lodge. In the
same year, Congregation Beth-El
was established. The founders were
predominately of German or Prussian
extraction. Because of this, Beth-El was
Reform. The following year, they were
able to build a modest synagogue on
Travis Square.
After many highs and lows, a new
synagogue was built in 1903 for the
rapidly growing congregation. With
Eastern European Jewish immigrants
settling in San Antonio and wanting a
more Orthodox community, by 1916,
the Rodfei Sholom congregation was
founded. In 1918, a new synagogue
was built, including a mikvah. In 1912,
there were two kosher butchers and by
the 1920s, there were several kosher
restaurants.
I hope you have enjoyed reading this
snapshot of Texan Jewish life. I hope to
write more pieces like this about other
areas we have visited, showing that
American Jews do not live just in New
York and Florida.
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Jewish life in Krakow is back, not just surviving, but thriving
by Dan Rosenfield, World Jewish Relief Chair
My Dad (Tony Rosenfield) and I spent a weekend in Krakow
recently, hosted by the brilliant Jewish Community Centre (JCC)
- established and funded by World Jewish Relief - and their
dynamic director, Jonathan Ornstein. It was a fantastic trip and I
thought I would share my thoughts with you.
Our trip served to show us a microcosm of Jewish life in Poland.
We celebrated Jewish life in the decades before the war with a
tour of the charming Jewish quarter. We remembered the horrors
of the Krakow ghetto and Nazi occupation, as told in the powerful
museum housed in Oskar Schindler’s factory building. We
commemorated the horrors of the Holocaust with a difficult trip to
Auschwitz. And above all, we revelled in the revival of Jewish life
in Poland, joining the JCC and Krakow community to celebrate
the Bat Mitzvah of Pani Zosia, an 82-year old survivor, who has
found her Judaism again.

Jewish life and traditions, so much the better. Jewish life, after all,
is about more than surviving. It is also about thriving. And JCC
Krakow embodies that spirit. I look forward to celebrating the
10th anniversary of the JCC in April 2018.
Reproduced from the World Jewish Relief website with kind
permission of Dan Rosenfield.

A word on Krakow itself. As capital of Poland up until 1795,
Krakow has all the grandeur of a European capital and bishopric,
complete with regal castle, grand market square and vast
cathedral. We got to know the Jewish quarter in Krakow,
home, on the eve of the Nazi invasion, to 68,000 Jews or 25%
of the city’s population. Like all great communities, they were
over-served by shuls. Seven in total, serving Jews from the
progressive to the ultra-orthodox and everything in between.
Today, the quarter has survived well. Shuls that breathe history,
restaurants serving the sort of food my Grandma used to put on
the Shabbat table, marks in doorposts where mezuzahs once
hung and tourists looking into the past.
For all its charm, the history lingers and is tough. Krakow, like
many Polish cities, has a difficult story to tell. Auschwitz lies
an hour from the town, a dark monument to the pure evil of the
Holocaust. Harrowing, unfathomable and chilling, that day will
live long in Dad’s memory and my mine – as it should. And in
Krakow itself, Oskar Schindler’s factory tells the story of Nazi
occupation, ending in the room of choices that bears the names
of many Poles who resisted the Nazis and those who did not. Or
the square by the Jewish quarter, lively and modern today, but
the scene of the ghetto liquidation in 1942-3, the beginning of a
journey from which almost all did not come back. The history is
not hidden. It is commemorated sensitively and with compassion.
But it has left a scar on the city and the landscape - one that will
never heal and one that remains visible.
Jewish life is back, not just surviving, but thriving. For all the
loss, despair and destruction of the past, the Jewish Community
Centre – JCC Krakow - is a remarkable achievement and a story
we should shout about. Almost 10 years ago, with the support of
HRH the Prince of Wales, who opened the JCC in 2012, World
Jewish Relief funded the new centre at the heart of Jewish
Krakow, an opportunity to bring together those returning to the
region and those rediscovering their Judaism. And today, under
the stewardship of Jonathan and his excellent team, the JCC is
thriving.
Dad and I joined a communal Friday night dinner, apparently a
quiet evening as there were only 70, yes 70 diners! But best of
all, we joined the community on Shabbat to celebrate the bat
mitzvah of 82-year-old survivor, Pani Zosia, who is, quite simply,
a force of nature. Having fled Krakow as a young child with fake
papers, she is now the matriarch of the community, delivering the
Dvar Torah every week and bringing friends and family back into
the Jewish community. One word sums her up: inspirational.
As World Jewish Relief, we rightly focus on our mission to tackle
Jewish poverty and vulnerability. If our actions mean that Jews
and Jewish communities are freer and more able to celebrate
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I believe! The First Steps to Combatting Domestic Abuse
by David Shinegold
Shabbat 25 November 2017 was designated International
Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women.
The campaign was supported by all the major Jewish
organisations in the UK. In shuls across the country, rabbis
were asked to devote their sermons to domestic abuse.
Despite numerous reports of abuse in the Jewish press over
the last ten years, Jewish people have been reluctant to
accept that abuse takes place in their community. Incidents
include husbands abusing wives; parents abusing children
and rabbis and teachers abusing pupils. Abuse takes different
forms including physical abuse, sexual abuse and emotional
abuse. Abuse traumatises the victims to the extent where
they are too frightened to tell anyone what is happening to
them. If and when they eventually do find the courage to
disclose what is happening to them, they are often met with
the worst possible reaction - disbelief!
Over the years, we have clung on to the belief that our fellow
Jews would not engage in abusive behaviour. We believe
that even if they do, we should not make it public in our
community; it should be kept hidden and we hope that it will
eventually stop. Most importantly, evidence of abuse should
not be revealed to others outside of our community and it is
therefore left unreported to the relevant authorities. So it is no
surprise that people in our communities close their eyes to
abuse or worse still, deny that it is occurring, even though the
effect on wives and children is clearly evident.
Hiding abuse is exactly what abusers seek to do. They can
be very persuasive, assuring people that nothing happened,
or if it did, it was in the past and things have now changed.
As people who like to see the best in one another, this is the
type of deception we would like to believe. So much so that
we buy into the abusers’ own portrayal of themselves as the
victim - a victim of a neglected upbringing; a victim of mental

illness or emotional instability; a victim of gossip; a victim of
alcoholism. The abuser himself believes these pretexts and
consequently finds it easy to convince others. He is unable
to acknowledge genuinely the horrific cruelty to which he
subjects his family. He does not accept any responsibility for
his dysfunctional behaviour and therefore sees no reason to
change.
Unfortunately, the only solution in the vast majority of cases
is for the wife and children to move to somewhere safe.
Jewish Women’s Aid offers a whole range of confidential
services specifically designed to support Jewish victims
of abuse. Social services and the police can also help to
bring the abuse to an end. Showing the wife that she has
genuine friends who care about her and will offer her the
ongoing support she needs is one way of helping her to
resist remaining in or returning to an abusive relationship.
To do this, it is most crucial that rabbis and members of the
congregation believe her and her children when they disclose
what is happening to them and do not allow themselves to be
deceived by the abuser.
Unless we find the courage to believe them, they will be
condemned to many years of anxiety, fear and distress – and
as Jews, we know exactly how that feels.
David Shinegold has worked for fifty years in the Social Work
and Social Care sectors including various Local Authorities;
Jewish Care and Norwood. He currently works as a Social
Care Consultant to a number of organisations.

Voluntary Support Agencies
• Ralli Hall Lunch & Social Club (Day Centre)
01273 739999 ralliday@tiscali.co.uk
• Norwood/Tikvah, Rachel Mazzier House 01273 564021
• Hyman Fine House 01273 688226
• Helping Hands 01273 747722 helping-hands@helping-hands.org
• Brighton & Hove Jewish Welfare Board 07952 479111 or
info@bhjwb.org; website: www.bhjwb.org
• Brighton & Hove Jewish Housing Association. bahjha@googlemail.com
• Welfare at Brighton & Hove Progressive Synagogue/L’chaim project
01273 737223
• Welfare Officer at Brighton & Hove Reform. (Sue Rosenfield)
01273 735343
• Jewish Community Centre at Ralli Hall. Various communal activities.
01273 202254 or rallihall@tiscali.co.uk

Jewish Book Week Festival 3-11 March 2018
E-mail info@jewishbookweek.com
To book tickets at Kings Place, contact the Box Office on 0207 520 1490
To book tickets at JW3, contact the Box Office on 020 7433 8988
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Antisemitism and the Left, by David Hirsh
Book Review by Winston Pickett
Sometimes the first two sentences of an author’s work
explain everything. At other times they offer hints of what is to
come. In David Hirsh’s case, they do both.
“This book is about antisemitism in social spaces which
think of themselves as anti-racist and democratic,” writes
Hirsh, a senior lecturer in sociology
at Goldsmiths University. “It is about
antisemitism amongst people who
believe that they strongly oppose
antisemitism.”
With these opening sentences of
Contemporary Left Antisemitism
(Routledge, 2018), Hirsh both
elucidates and gives a foretaste of the
complexity of his subject. The phrase
‘antisemitism in social spaces’ is not
one that appears in everyday parlance.
Nor do we normally think of a ‘space’
as ‘thinking of itself’. What we do
understand is that a disturbing number
of people on the Left - particularly
because of the way they excoriate
Israel to the point of demonisation - refuse to acknowledge
how they enable or reinforce antisemitic attitudes.
What, then, are the ‘social spaces’? For Hirsh, they are the
perceived democratic places where antisemitism has, until
recently, gone unacknowledged: trade unions, churches,
left-wing and liberal politics and what Hirsh calls ‘social
gatherings of the chattering classes and the seminar and
journals of radical intellectuals’.
Hirsh skilfully examines each of these ‘spaces’ and the
groups who inhabit them. He pulls their frameworks and
mental structures apart, layer by layer, in a way that exposes
both their contradictions and their allure. In so doing, Hirsh
addresses the question as to how antisemitic thinking ‘works’
on a conceptual level and how it plays itself out in everyday
language - what Hirsh refers to as ‘discourse’ - to the point
that it has gone from marginal to mainstream.
Unlike a historian, Hirsh does not take a chronological
approach to the emergence and mutations of antisemitism
in contemporary left thinking, a territory which other scholars
have amply explored. We know, for example that some
prominent early socialists were openly antisemitic. There
were Marxists who argued that antisemitism had a ‘rational
kernel’. After the Holocaust, the Soviet Union launched
its own murderous antisemitic campaign, accusing Jews
of being both wicked nationalists (Zionists) and disloyal
cosmopolitans.
What makes Hirsh’s treatment so compelling, is that he
looks at left-wing antisemitism via a series of empirical case
studies, each one of which disturbingly reveals that this form
of group hatred does not simply repeat the past. Instead,
it draws on a poisonous reservoir of existing ideas but, to
borrow a phrase from Anthony Julius, ‘innovates’ them,
adding further elements within a new anti-Zionist framework
that portrays Israel as uniquely evil.

Despite the depth of his analysis and rigorous use of
sociological criteria, Hirsh’s chapters helpfully proceed from
the well-known to the lesser known. The first chapter looks
at Ken Livingstone, one of the most popular and successful
figures on the British left since the 1980s. Hirsh describes
what he named as the Livingstone Formulation, a standard
rhetorical response to accusations of
antisemitism that takes the form of a
counter-charge that those who talk about
antisemitism “are really engaged in bad-faith
efforts to silence criticism of Israel”.
When Hirsh first published his initial study on
this rhetorical device several years ago I was
struck by the skill with which he dissected
its logic and its utility. Close to a decade
later - thanks to this book - I’m even more
disturbed at how widely it has been adopted
in everyday political discourse.
The second chapter looks at the rise of
Jeremy Corbyn’s faction in the Labour party
in 2015, while Chapter 3 examines how
antisemitism in the Labour Party became a
well-publicised issue in the UK political mainstream in 2016,
whereby “anti-Zionists, who had once been confined to
extreme and doctrinaire corners of the left, were now taking
leadership positions in the party, in the trade unions and in
the student movement”.
In Chapter 4, Hirsh takes another step back, to trace how
struggles within the academic unions over the boycott
of Israel (where Hirsh himself played a catalytic, activist
role) led directly to the ‘crescendo’ of antisemitism in the
public space he describes in the first three chapters. While
astutely revealing how a ‘small group of British anti-Zionist
academics’ led the charge, Hirsh’s exposé of the key claim of
the ‘Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions’ (BDS) campaign –
that Israel is an ‘apartheid state’ like the old South Africa – is
the most thorough that I’ve ever read.
Hirsh spends the remaining five chapters of his book drilling
even deeper into the phenomenon with headings like
“Struggles over defining
antisemitism”, “Ronnie
Fraser v UCU: taking
the union to court for
antisemitism”, “AntiZionism: discourse
and its actualization”,
“Jewish anti-Zionism:
being drawn to the logic
of antisemitism” and
“Sociological method and
antisemitism”.
Comprehensive, erudite
and painstakingly
analytical, Contemporary
Left Antisemitism is a
volume that is - and will
remain - an indispensable
resource for years to
come.
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Small Time Crooks
Re-opening Sunday 18th February
Free refreshments as a welcome
back!
Tea, coffee and cake served at
7.00 pm
Small Time Crooks starts at 7.30 pm
To start the 2018 season, we are showing the light-hearted
comedy ‘Small Time Crooks’ which includes an abundance
of wonderful actors including Woody Allen, Hugh Grant and
Elaine May.
Ray, a zany character played by Woody Allen, tries to set out
to prove that nothing is impossible if you put your mind to it,
but it all leads to disastrous consequences. We hope you will
enjoy this comedy, so tell your friends to come along, and
have a relaxed, sociable evening together.
We will be showing a variety of films over the coming months,

including documentaries with Jewish themes, British,
American, Israeli and European. We look forward to seeing
you soon!
Non-Ralli Hall members are welcome with a donation of £4.00
per person. Full time students free. For more information
please contact: David Bresh on 01273 562297

Jewish Historical Society of England - Sussex Branch
by Godfrey R Gould
On 28 November last, we held our final meeting of 2017.
Despite a rival attraction (and they lost), we had a goodly
crowd to hear Dr Nadia Valman, Reader in English Literature
at Queen Mary University of London, give us a splendid
address on “Literature of the Jewish East End”. Starting with
the well-known “A Kid for Two Farthings” by Wolf Mankowitz,
she explained that despite the fanciful tale, the characters
and descriptions were based on a deep personal knowledge
of the Jewish East End. Later, authors such as Bernice
Rubens and others used only memories of life in that part
of London that the authors’ parents or even grandparents
had known to recreate their vision. It was a pleasure to
hear somebody address us who was obviously so deeply
immersed in her academic field.

Our next meeting will be on Tuesday 27 February 2018. We
shall welcome recently appointed Dr David Junger from the
University of Sussex Centre for German-Jewish Studies, to
speak on “Beyond Flight and Rescue - Emigration Planning
of German Jews 1933-1938”. Dr Junger was previously at
the University of Berlin, so we are assured of a very special
evening. We meet at Ralli Hall starting at 7.45pm prompt.
No charge is made for members, students and season ticket
holders but the small charge of only £5 for visitors and guests
includes refreshments at the conclusion of the meeting. All
are welcome.

Centre for German-Jewish Studies

Holocaust Memorial Day – The Power of Words
Wednesday 7 February 2018 at the Attenborough
Centre for the Creative Arts, University of Sussex,
Gardner Centre Road, Brighton BN1 9RA.
1.30 pm
Speakers: Adam Tickell, Vice Chancellor University of
Sussex
Frida Gustafsson, President, University of Sussex
Students’ Union
Michael Newman, Chief Executive, The Association of
Jewish Refugees
Gideon Reuveni, Director, Centre for German-Jewish
Studies

1.45 pm
Guest Speakers: Philippe Sands, Professor of Law at
University College, London and barrister.
East West Street: A Personal History of Genocide and
Crimes Against Humanity
3.00 pm
Susan Polack, Survivor of Auschwitz
4.30 pm
Film: Not Idly By: Peter Bergson, America and the
Holocaust (Winner, documentary award, Toronto Jewish
Film Festival)
This event is open to all, however booking is essential as
seating is limited. Book your place at this event: www.
sussex.ac..uk/cgjs/hmd or email: events@sussex.ac.uk
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Around the Zodiac Wheel Shvat and Aquarius
by Rabbi Dr Andrea Zanardo

Tu b’Shvat is not mentioned in the Bible but only in the
Mishna and with no indication regarding its celebration. It is
one of those festivals where observance grew over time.
Nowadays Tu b’Shvat is mainly a celebration of the Zionist
achievements. We celebrate the successful enterprise of
making the desert bloom, we raise money for reforestation
projects in Israel, and we plant trees.
With the growth of Jewish environmentalism, Tu b’Shvat has
become the festival of trees, of nature. In many communities
it is also an opportunity for Tikkun Olam, repairing the world,
by encouraging recycling and raising ecological awareness.
These are modern developments. Originally Tu b’Shvat was
a Kabalistic celebration. Probably the very first Tu b’Shvat
Seder was held by the circles of mystics and thinkers in Tzfat,
in the Northern Galil, during the XVIIth Century, when the city
was a major centre for Kabbalah.
They introduced the practice of eating fruit on that day. This
was done in order to “rectify”, correct, the original mistake of
Adam and Hava, who transgressed the Divine commandment
eating a forbidden fruit. In Kabalistic worldview, human
beings, and especially the Jews, are given the opportunity to
change the course of history, in specific moments of the year.

Bulletin Board - February
Friday 2		

Kuddle Up, 10.30 am

		
		

Shabbat Kolot - Purim Shushan (fancy dress
allowed), 6.30 pm

Saturday 3

Shabbat Doroteinu & Shabbaton, 10.30 am

Sunday 4		
		

Evening Function ~ Mark Maier’s Greatest
Schvitz, 7.00 pm

Sunday 11

Cheder Half Term

		

Community Tea, 2.30 pm

Tuesday 13

Youth Day event, 9.30 am

Saturday 17

Siddur Petuach, 9.30 am

Sunday 18		

Cheder Half Term

Tuesday 20

Rosh Chodesh, 7.30 pm

Saturday 24

Shoot the Rabbi Q&A, 10.30 am

Tuesday 27	Rabbi’s Shiur ~ Pirke Avot including Mincha &
Ma’ariv, Tea & Cake, 4.00 pm
Wednesday 28

Erev Purim, 6.30 pm

The diary may be subject to change

In Mediterranean climate Shvat is a winter month. It is
indeed the “centre” of winter, the coldest part of the year,
when nature “sleeps” and there are no new fruits. It is also
the moment of the year in which we look forward to the
future and wait for new blossoms, and new trees. The main
themes of the Seder of Tu b’Shvat are hope for a future of
redemption, and “rectification”, correction, of past mistakes.
The Kabalistic tradition associates
Aquarius with the month of Shvat,
when Tu b’Shvat occurs. In astrology,
Aquarius people are known for being
idealistic and visionaries, who deeply
care for causes like justice, and
making the world a better place. This
may be one of the reasons that has
made Tu b’Shvat so popular among
Jews of different generations. When
Astrology was regarded (wrongly, in
my opinion) as a real science, it was probably natural to think
of justice, and rectification, during this time of the year.
The Sefer Yetzirah associates the month of Shvat to the
letter  צtzadek, whose name is so similar to Tzedakah, a
word we mistakenly translate as “charity, giving alms” but
should be read more correctly as “duty to amend injustice
and suffering”. Charity is given out of grace and compassion,
tzedakah is rather a duty, the result of our sense of justice.
Whatever the reasons, this interaction between Astrology and
the Jewish calendar has taught a very important principle.
That even a daily activity, such as a meal, or eating a fruit,
can become a spiritual moment, an opportunity to think of
our place in the world and our duties as human beings.
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Recent post at the United Nations
Mazel tov to Rabbi Hershel and Perla Rader who have recently
celebrated their daughter Tzippora’s marriage to Josef Aron. During
this time their children from all around the world (New York, Montreal,
Australia and Brazil) have come back to this country. Whilst they
enjoy their family time, BHHC has gained access to certain United
Nations correspondence.

4. the histories of our Kingdom and the United States of America
are intertwined, and, the proposed resolution will re-establish and
refresh those ties.
Yours respectfully,
H. Brinker, Ambassador

From the Dutch ambassador to the Secretary General:
Your Excellency,
Hallo!
The Kingdom of the Netherlands is a proud member of this General
Assembly and the ideals for which it stands. We have stood with our
United Nations to ensure that members respect each other in relation
to established custom and sovereignty. We also take comfort that
recently this Assembly has shown itself to be prepared to consider
passing resolutions requesting the revocation of member actions.
As you may be aware, historically our Kingdom has honoured and
we continue to honour William of Orange by adopting orange as our
national colour. In addition, we pride ourselves in the promotion of
tolerance. Yet sometimes even tolerance has its limits.
Without skating over the issue, over the past year we have been
witnessing a world leader whose appearance is often described as
orange. In addition, his actions are ridiculed by world media with
the effect of also placing our national colour in a bad light. This is no
joking matter to us.
Something must be done to preserve our beloved orange. To this
end, we wish to seek a resolution of this General Assembly requiring
that the geographical address of the headquarters of these United
Nations be changed from New York City to New Amsterdam.
Such a resolution is based on the following facts on the ground:
1. h
 istorically, before being taken over by the English, New York City
was under Dutch rule and was known as New Amsterdam;
2. t he headquarters of the United Nations, whilst situate in New York
City, rests upon land that is deemed “extra-territorial”;
3. t he proposed resolution does not otherwise affect the United
States of America; and

From the Secretary General to the Dutch Ambassador:
Dear Ambassador Brinker,
At the outset let me confirm the Assembly’s admiration for your
nation’s commitment to tolerance and diversity. Your commitment is
of particular note when during the course of world history the ethos
of tolerance had appeared to be suspended by many.
You are correct that this assembly has recently debated a resolution
calling for a member state’s actions be overturned. This has since
spurred other nations to propose similar resolutions. For example,
our Russian colleagues believe that such a resolution could resolve
the political issues currently facing German Chancellor Angela
Merkel. What is proposed is to overturn the reunification of Germany
into the two states of West Germany with Bonn as its de facto
capital and East Germany with East Berlin as its capital. Whilst the
General Assembly has no intention of undertaking any action that
could re-ignite a Cold War, once the resolution is formally Put-in
for consideration it will only be placed on an order paper when its
passage is more than likely owing to the ambiance within the political
sphere.
Although there is nothing offensive in your proposed resolution, it
appears to be designed more to embarrass either another member
state or its leadership over a matter of real or fake colouring. A hue
and cry must be about more than just a hue. As such, we are unable
to take your proposition forward. We understand that this decision
will likely be a source of disappointment to you.
Finally, whilst this Assembly cannot concern itself with any real or
threatened consequences between member nations arising from any
resolution, we must continue to be mindful of any action that could
jeopardise the integrity in the functioning of these United Nations.

Our Cover Image

agreed that Jordan would hand control of this section of the
track to Israel to enable Israel Railways to restart the service
to Jerusalem, which resumed in August 1949.

The First Station (HaTakhana HaRishona)
Located near
the German
Colony in
Jerusalem,
The Ottoman,
or Khan,
Railway
Station was
opened in
1892 and was
the Jerusalem
terminus of
the Jaffa - Jerusalem railway line. It was one of the few public
buildings built during the Ottoman Regime and was used
as a railway station until 1998. Originally planned to be built
around the middle of the 19th century, financial problems
dogged its initial builder and the contract was taken over by a
French company, the Société du Chemin de Fer Ottoman de
Jaffa à Jérusalem et Prolongements.
The station operated almost continuously until 1948 and the
1948 Arab-Israeli War. After the war a section of the track
near Beit Safafa fell under the control of the Jordanian Arab
Legion. Following the 1949 Armistice Agreements, it was

The original building was symmetrical and contained a ticket
office, the platforms and administrative offices. During the
period of the British Mandate, period architectural features
were added in order to give the building a neo-classical style.
After closure, the station was abandoned and neglected.
Over the past few years it has had extensive renovations
and conservation. A $9.3 million refurbishment project was
financed by the Jerusalem Municipality and the Jerusalem
Development Authority.
In 2013 it was converted into a cultural and entertainment
complex intended to
host musical, literary
and artistic events. It
contains restaurants,
shops and, at the end
of 2017, a discotheque
was operating, under a
canvas awning, around
which were small stalls
selling snacks and
craft items.
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Rabbi Samuel de Beck Spitzer

Hove Hebrew Congregation, 79 Holland Road, Hove BN3 1JN Tel: 01273 732035
Email: hollandroadshul@btconnect.com www.hollandroadshul.com

“Remember what Amalek did to you……you shall wipe out the memory of Amalek from
under the heaven-you shall not forget!” (Deuteronomy 25: 17-20)
by Rabbi Samuel de Beck Spitzer

This month we have a very significant event in our calendar.
It is of Biblical significance and occurs less than a month
after the commemoration of what is probably the most
catastrophic period in Jewish history. Shabbat Zachor, the
Sabbath preceding the festival of Purim follows on the heels
of Holocaust Memorial Day, the now annual stark reminder of
Nazi genocide: We shall not forget!
Although their origins are millennia apart, these two important
days have much in common. For clarity, there is a Mitzvah,
a commandment in the Torah to both remember the assault
that the Amalekites perpetrated on Israel and therefore the
obligation to totally eradicate and obliterate any remnant
of their descendants. To such a degree that King Saul was
chastised and taken to task by the prophet Samuel for
even sparing their livestock and just in case anybody has
an image of one of the greatest of Israel’s prophets to be
placid and genteel, Shmuel the supreme prophet of God,
who is reckoned to be greater in stature than both Moses
and Aaron put together, goes on to sever Agag by the sword
(Samuel 1: 15/33). Rashi, arguably the greatest of our Biblical
commentators, says that Amalek’s unique crime was that
he had the audacity to be the first to wage war against the
Israelites after their miraculous and wondrous Exodus from
Egypt. He compares it to someone who jumps into a scalding
bath, cooling it down for others to subsequently enter.
Purim, the imminent festival celebrating the miraculous
salvation from the machinations of the wicked Haman who
plotted the eradication of the Jews throughout the Persian
empire (circa 355 BCE) is a fitting period to formally mention
the Biblical commandment regarding Amalek, seeing that
Haman was a direct descendant of Amalek, who in turn was a
grandson of Esau, brother to Jacob. Hence, the institution of
Shabbat Zachor which precedes Purim when Jews across the
globe read the portion in the Torah that deals with Amalek,
hence Zachor meaning remember!
I shall assume, without getting into semantics, that readers of
this article will not need to be briefed regarding the savagery
and genocide of the Nazis along with their collaborators. The
Torah obligation to annihilate indiscriminately all traces of
Amalek focuses our minds on the question of absolute evil
and how it manifests itself. Amalek has become a euphemism
for the totality of evil and its impossible recovery. Indeed,
several basic philosophical questions arise: The assumption
that pure evil has no redemption; the notion that certain
individuals by virtue of their birth deserve to be eradicated
and, if we are given to understand that all things stem from
God and that nothing is separate from Him, then does that
include undiluted evil? In fact, according to most Halachic
authorities, the sole reason why we do not have the obligation
to wipe out the descendants of Amalek today is only because
they have become so integrated amongst the nations of the
world that they are no longer identifiable. How does this sit
with our western perceptions of world peace and fraternity
between all men? Are these truly Jewish values? Difficult
questions indeed but necessary to ask them all the same.
On the subject of Holocaust/Amalek ties, I have only
recently learned of bona fide reporting on post-war atrocities
committed by Nazis on-the-run from Europe who fled to

South America. In Chile for instance, one of the countries
to shamefully offer them asylum, secluded compounds
have been discovered within what came to be essentially
exclusively German speaking districts, where torture and
systematic human degradation continued, often with the
knowledge and collusion of the local regime, that of Pinochet,
the Chilean dictator. In fact, these Nazis guilty of Crimes
against Humanity and now basking in the Chilean sun, were
actively sought out to teach effective methods of human
torture. It seems that certain types of evil do not reform or
repair themselves but just mutate and migrate, much like
viruses that have become immune to local invasion.
There are also esoteric and mystical interpretations of
Amalek that shift the focus away from physical annihilation
to concentrate on inner introspection. They equate Amalek
to notions of spiritual insecurity and uncertainty. (Hence, the
name Amalek has a Gematria, a numerical value of 240 equal
to the Hebrew word Safek, meaning doubt or uncertainty.)
Therefore, the Chassidic masters tell us of the war that is
to be waged against one’s own inner sense of despair…
elements of fear and lack of wholehearted commitment…
indifference to matters that are not empirically verifiable
which prevent us from literally walking with Hashem, these
are the true demons of Amalek, who managed to instil doubt
which never ceases from haunting our pure souls away from
absolute unwavering faith.
In the authentic Torah tradition, these contrasts between light
and dark, holy and profane, refinement and corruption, lead
to necessary divisions and separations that are put in place.
In fact, the very ritual of Havdalah (separation) that we recite
and perform at the termination of every Sabbath day, calls
for these very specific delineations. I believe these issues to
be very pertinent discussions when considering the societies
wherein we live, both within the private and public domain, or
at the very least it should inspire honest inquiry.

Brighton and Hove Jewish
Housing Association
Has a vacancy in central Hove
For a one bedroom unfurnished flat
Suitable for single occupancy
Affordable rent includes –
central heating, constant hot water
use of garden, television and telephone points
Please telephone 07716 114012
or
email bahjha@googlemail.com
for an application form
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Tu Bishvat and Purim: Contrast and Compare
by Rabbi Elli Tikvah Sarah

At the end of January, we marked Tu Bishvat, and this
year, Erev Purim is on the last day of February. These two
festivals are not usually considered together - and, indeed,
they are very different.
Tu Bishvat is the New Year for trees, and is marked by
the planting of trees, and by holding a seder that revolves
around the eating of fruits: the seven species of the
land mentioned in the Torah - wheat, barley, grapes,
figs, pomegranates, olives and date palm honey (Eikev,
Deuteronomy 8:8) - and in some communities, the
sampling of 15 varieties of fruit in honour of the date.
While Tu Bishvat might be regarded as the Festival of
global ecological awareness, Purim, with the reading of
the biblical Book of Esther at its heart, tells the familiar tale
of our people’s centuries-long experience of persecution
as a minority group in the diaspora.
This seemingly stark contrast between Tu Bishvat and
Purim reflects a dynamic that is central to Jewish life and
teaching. On the one hand, our sacred texts express our
particular identity as the people Israel, liberated from
slavery in order to enter into a covenant of service to the
Eternal One. On the other hand, they express universalistic
ethical values, directing us to take responsibility for our
actions towards others and the wider world around us.

Events@BHPS
Joanna MacGregor Piano Recital 17 March 2018 7.30 pm
Internationally
renowned pianist
and Head of Piano at
the Royal Academy
of Music, Joanna
MacGregor OBE,
performs a selection
of classical favourites,
(including Beethoven
and Chopin), folk and
contemporary pieces.

Moreover, this dynamic between these two dimensions
is not just evident in the contrast between Tu Bishvat
and Purim, but is also integral to each festival. Tu Bishvat
reminds us of our connection as Jews to a particular land,
Israel - and our relationship as human beings with the
entire planet. Purim, in recalling our people’s devastating
experience as a persecuted minority, should also serve to
sensitise us to the needs of other persecuted minorities.
As we read in the Torah in respect of the Exodus from
slavery in Egypt, which is where our people’s experience
of being a persecuted minority began: ‘You shall not
oppress a stranger, for you know the nefesh - the inner
being - of the stranger, having yourselves been strangers
in the land of Egypt (Mishpatim, Exodus 23:9).
And so, when we celebrate Purim this year, let us pay
attention to the often-overlooked directions for observing
the festival outlined towards the end of the Book of Esther:
‘To observe them as days of feasting and joy, and the
sending of presents to one another and gifts to the poor’
(8:22b). Purim Samei’ach!

Onagim
The Friday evening Onagim are held once a month and follow the
Shabbat evening services which commence at 7.30 pm.
9 February - Barbara Odell: ‘Spying at the molecular level’
9 March - Rebecca Shtasel: ‘Researching Le Havre during WW2:
my PhD Journey’
Lectures and Lunches
Sunday 18 February 2018
Can the NHS Survive? – Emeritus Professor Jonathan Cohen:
Founding Dean, Brighton and Sussex Medical School.

Venue - Brighton
College, Sarah
Abraham Recital Hall,
Eastern Road, Brighton
BN2 0AL

Sunday 15 April 2018
The Last Taboo - Dr Mandy Assin, Consultant in Old Age
Psychiatry, Brighton and Hove

Adults £20 - Children
under 16 and full-time
students £10 - Family
of 4 discount £50

Each Lecture and Lunch £20 beginning at 11.30 am with a
welcome drink upon arrival, 12 – 1 pm lecture with questions
and answers. Lunch 1 – 3 pm including wine or soft drink
followed by coffee. Lunch will be vegetarian or fish. If you
have any specific dietary requirements please contact Sarah
Winstone on 01273 501604

Send cheque payable
to BHPS with name,
address, email and
number of tickets to the
Administrator, BHPS, 6
Lansdowne Road, Hove, BN3 1FF; Tel: 01273 737223. Email info@
bhps-online.org
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What’s on: February 2018
Website: www.sussexjewishrepresentativecouncil.org
Email: sussexjewishrepco@gmail.com
SJN Email: sjneditor@sussexjewishnews.com
or editor@sjn.org.uk

COMMUNITY EVENTS – IMPORTANT REMINDER:

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

For visitors using a satellite navigation system in
their vehicle.
JEWISH CEMETERY, MEADOWVIEW,
BRIGHTON
The post code for this cemetery is BN2 4DE
JEWISH CEMETERY, OLD SHOREHAM
ROAD, HOVE
The post code for this cemetery is BN3 7EF.

Contact the Communal Diary before planning your events. info@sussexjewishrepresentativecouncil.org

Shabbat Shalom – BRIGHTON TIMES - OCTOBER
In		
Fri 2		
Fri 9		
Fri 16
Fri 23

Light candles
4.36 pm		
4.48 pm		
5.01 pm		
5.13 pm		

Out
Sat 3
Sat 10
Sat 17
Sat 24

Havdalah
5.48 pm
5.59 pm
6.11 pm
6.22 pm

Notable Dates
Wed 28 Fast of Esther - Megillah reading at night
Thur 1 March - Purim

Regular Activities - february
Mondays






Events in february
Sunday 4


Mark Maier’s Greatest Schvitz stand-up comic at Brighton & Hove
Reform Synagogue, AJEX Hall, Eaton Road, Hove. Tickets £20 to
include a light supper. Tel: 01273 736343 or Email accounts@bh-rs.
org
Wednesday 7







Sussex Jewish News - submission deadline for March 2018 issue
Send your articles, thoughts, photos and announcements to
sjneditor@sussexjewishnews.com or editor@sjn.org



Helping Hands Community Tea AJEX Centre, Eaton Road, Hove 2.30
- 4.30 pm. Donation £3.00. Contact 01273 747722. Transport can
be arranged
Sunday 18



Can the NHS Survive? with Emeritus Professor Jonathan Cohen:
Founding Dean, Brighton & Sussex Medical School at BHPS, 6
Lansdowne Road, Hove £20 to include lunch. 11.30 am Tel: 01273
737223 or email info@bhps-online.org



Sussex Jewish Film Club (glad to be back!) presents ‘Small Time
Crooks’ with Woody Allen at Ralli Hall, 7.00 pm for 7.30 pm.
Donation £4.00
Monday 19



SARID ‘Forgotten Refugees’ a film telling the story of HARIF - a
charity which works with refugees from Africa and the Middle East
and the decline of the Jewish population in these areas. Ralli Hall
10.45 am. Donation £1.50 to include light refreshments. Tel: 020
8385 3070
Sunday 25



‘Remember Baghdad’ film together with renowned guest speaker
Edwin Shuker, about the Jews of Iraq who had to flee their
homes (great reviews at Limmud and JW3) at Ralli Hall, Denmark
Villas, Hove 3.30 pm Tickets £7.00 from 01273 732035 or Email:
hollandroadshul@btconnect.com
Tuesday 27



Jewish Historical Society of England, Sussex Branch with guest
speaker David Junger, University of Sussex on Beyond flight and
rescue. Emigration planning of German Jews, 1933-1938 at 7.45
pm Ralli Hall, Denmark Villas, Hove. Visitors £5 per lecture / £20
for programme of six lectures or full subscription £40 p.a. Contact
amcrook321@gmail.com 01273 776539 or g.gould915@btinternet.
com on 01273 419412 or visit www.jhse.org
Wednesday 28



Tuesdays

Centre for German-Jewish Studies - Holocaust Memorial Day
The Power of Words at Attenborough Centre for the Creative Arts,
University of Sussex, Gardner Centre Road, Brighton BN1 9RA.
Event open to all, but booking essential. Contact: www.sussex.
ac.uk/cgjs/hmd or Email events@sussex.ac.uk

Sunday 11




The Izba, the Shtetl and the Global Village 7.00 pm Friends’ Meeting
House Ship St, Brighton BN1 1AF. A melange of Yiddish / klezmer
and Russian song with the lead singer of the Grammy winning
Klezmatics (New York) and Britain’s very own Siberian-born
Russian singer (Tomsk/ Brighton) Lorin Sklamberg - voice, guitar,
accordion, piano, Polina Shepherd - voice, piano

Lunch & Learn with Rabbi Efune 12.30 - 1.30 pm at the Brighton Hillel
Centre, 66/67 Middle Street, Brighton. Tel: 01273 321919
Afternoon Club with tea 1.30 pm. Ralli Hall. Tel: Reba 01444 484839
Rubber and Duplicate Bridge 1.30 pm - 4.30 pm £4.00 + £1.00
transport Ralli Hall. Tel: Reba 01444 484839
Contemporary Basic Talmud with Rabbi Efune. Men only. 8.15 pm at
Chabad House 01273 321919
Torah & Tea with Penina Efune. Personalising Prayer – an in-depth look
at the Morning Prayers and their relevance and meaning for our lives.
Enjoy herbal teas and delicious snacks. All ladies welcome. 8.00 pm at
Chabad House 01273 321919
SARID (Association of Jewish Refugees) meets every 3rd Monday
of the month at 10.45 am, Ralli Hall. £1.50 Tel: 0208 385 3070 or email
esther@ajr.co.uk







Something to Say? - Discussion Group with Rabbi Samuel, every
other Tuesday (13, 26 Feb) Hove Hebrew Congregation, 79 Holland Road,
Hove 10.30 am Tel: 01273 732035
Ralli Hall Lunch and Social Club 10.30 am - 4.30 pm Tel: Jacqueline
01273 739999 Weekly Ralli Hall
Painting with Rochelle (JAS) Studio at Ralli Hall, 2.00 - 4.00 pm. Tel:
07811 601106
Chutzpah Choir Yiddish singing in 4 parts with Polina Shepherd. 11.00
am – 1.00 pm weekly. For Hove venue contact chutzpahchoir@gmail.com
or tel. Betty on 01273 474795
Israeli Dancing 7.45 pm - 9.45 pm Ralli Hall Tel: Jacky 01273 688538

Wednesdays


Eastbourne Liberal Jewish Community (affiliated to Liberal Judaism)
Coffee morning, 11.00 am, 1st Wednesday of each month, Hydro Hotel,
Eastbourne. Information: www.eljc.org.uk or phone 01323 725650

Thursdays







Mummy and Me Goes Sensory (0-2 yrs) at Montessori Nursery from
11.30 am to 1.00 pm. Enjoy a stimulating and engaging environment,
healthy snacks, meaningful discussions and music time!
Ralli Hall Lunch and Social Club 10.30 am-4.30 pm Weekly.
Tel: Jacqueline 01273 739999 RH
JACS members are invited on the first Thursday of every month to the
RHL&SC Tel: Jacqueline 01273 739999 RH
Bridge at Ralli Hall 11.00 am
Weekly Torah portion with Rabbi Efune - men and ladies welcome 8.15- 9.15 pm at Chabad House. 01273 321919

Fridays




Kuddle Up Shabbat parent & child playgroup with Sara Zanardo and her
guitar 10.30 am – 12.30 pm (including lunch) AJEX Centre, Eaton Road,
Hove
Eastbourne Liberal Jewish Community (affiliated to Liberal Judaism).
Service at 6.30 pm on the 4th Friday of each month, at CTK Hall,
Eastbourne, BN23 6HS. Information: www.eljc.org.uk or phone 01323
725650

Saturdays



Eastbourne Hebrew Congregation Shabbat services at 22, Susans
Road, Eastbourne, 10.00 am. Contact 01323 484135 or 07739 082538
Eastbourne Liberal Jewish Community (affiliated to Liberal
Judaism). Service at 12.30 pm, 2nd Saturday of each month, at CTK Hall,
Eastbourne, BN23 6HS. Information: www.eljc.org.uk or phone 01323
725650
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